PATENTED BREVETÉ

THE AIROPEDIC™ PORTABLE SEAT
LE SIÈGE PORTABLE AIROPEDIC™
Dr. Len Green, Dr. Len Green, DC member of CCPA, OCA, CCA, ACE.:
“These new chair technologies fill the gap where other chairs are lacking. The seat pan continually transfers
forces away from the pressure points”
Legally patented, the Airopedic™ Portable Seat, uses the same advanced technology presented in the Airopedic™ Office Chair and can easily be taken with you everywhere you go. Hard benches, arena stands, or
airplane seats easily transform with the new Airopedic™ Portable Seat.
The Airopedic™ Portable Seat is designed with your comfort in mind.
It automatically adjusts itself to the posture, weight, and structure of the user’s body. The seat includes the
pressure control button that enables adjustments to the seat density, and
flow of fluid within its chambers, just like “sitting on a cloud!”
This innovative technology is the most advanced seat pan and aims to
provide healthier and more
comfortable seating, when
comfort is uncertain.
The Airopedic™ Portable Seat includes two optional carry straps with
mesh side pockets to carry along your belongings: phone, keys, or water
bottle. Everything you would need is with you.
Easy, comfortable, and convenient.
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Instructions for Use
PATENTED BREVETÉ

Inflate Here:
Instant inflation valve
Valve de gonflage
instantané

Using & Storage
1. Unzip your new seat.
2. Attach the shoulder strap.
3. Press the pressure control button to inflate
4. Apply pressure (sit) onto the seat surface to
even out the fluid within it.
5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 until your seat density is
right for you.
6. To decrease density, press the pressure
control button while applying pressure
(sitting) on the seat.
NOTE: You may repeat increase / decrease
density of the seat as you see fit.
7. Once you are done, fold-up, zip-up and
carry: As easy as one, two three!

Dimensions:
Width:

Depth:

Height:

Weight:

Closed / Carrying

14”

8”

4”

1.6Lb

Open / In Use

16”

14”

2”

1.6Lb

Convenient netted pockets.

Patented Instant Inflation Valve

Manufactured By: Airopedic International Inc.
Address:
158 Rossdean Drive. Toronto, Ontario Canada. M9L 2S1
Web:
www.airopedic.com
Email:
info@airopedic.com
Phone:
+(416)746-6225
Copyright Airopedic International Inc. Patent No.: 8 979 207
One year limited warranty, images and colors are as close to actual as modern technology and print allow.
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